GET IT OVER THE CASTLE WALL

BUILDING YOUR OWN CATAPULT
On the ground, behind the tape, 2 attempts to send Black Plaguehead over the wall.

You will have 45 minutes to build, test, rebuild your own design and strength of catapult

MATERIALS INCLUDED
- Newspaper random stack of
- Three rubber bands
- Mustard, Ranch cups
- Three paper clips
- Tape when needed. Can be taken away if used excessively
- Spoon or fork
- When that material is gone, it's gone

You HAVE TO use ALL the materials however you wish, all need to be included in your project somehow, somehow
Two catapults will compete against each other.
- Each team will get three attempts to make it over the wall. Most attempts made or farthest launch will move on to the next round.
- If there is a tie, one more attempt will be allowed with the winner being decided on that launch.

Catapult must launch the object, you cannot be the action creating the launch.